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8-164031(1)

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OP rHE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2,Q48

To the President of the Senate and'the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses problems of the E.Terimental
Schools program and lessons learned from it which should be
applied to the management of future educational research
efforts. The program was established under authorty of the
Cooperative Research Act of 1954, as amended (20 U.S.C. 331a),
to test the hypothesis that comprehensive changes to existing
educational sytems will improve the quality of education.
The program is admini;tered by the National Institute of Ed-
ucation, Department of Heali-h, Education, and We3fare.

We made our review pursuant tc the Budget and Accbunting
Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Act
cf 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

lie are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget, and to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
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Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIGEST

EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOLS PROGRAM:
OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE TEE
MANAGEMENT OF AN EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM
National Institute of Education
Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare

According to the National rnstitute of Edu-
cation, the Experimental Schools program
was established to test the hypothesis that
comprehensive changes to existing educational
systems will improve the quality of educa-
tion. It was designed to increase know-
ledge about the process of education and to
implement the changes resulting from re-
search, demonstration, and experimentation
carried out in actual school settings.

The program, estahlif;hed within the Office
of Education in 1970, was transferred to the
Institute in August 1972, when the Institute
Was established as the Federal Government's
focal point for educational research. Both
the Institute and the Office of Education
are part of the Education Division within
the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. (See p. 1.)

GAO found some improvements were needed in
planning and in carrying .out education re-
search programs.

Accordingly, GAO recommends that the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare direct
the Director of the Institute, wherever ap-
plicable, to:

--Insure that project plans approved for
funding include (l) documentation of the
need for the educational changes sought
through the reF.earch, (2) specific in-
structions for doiilq the research, and
(3) specific, measurable objectives in
terms of output or impact. (See p. 26.)

IsALshgt. Upon removal, the report
rover date.should be elated hereon.

5
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--Insure that evaluation will provide
necessary impact and cost information
over the life of the project. (See
p. 2(,.)

--Institute procedures for requiring pro-
gram offices to verify that recipients'
accounting systems will produce the type

% of data necessary to insure compliance
with special program financial regula-
tions. (See p. 31.)

--Institute procedures to insure that re-
cipients give this d3ta to program of-
fices. (See p. 31.)

The Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare agreed generally with GAO's recom-
mendations. The Department said, however,
that GAO's report did no incluc enough
background on large-scale social science
research and development methodology or on
the difficulties %lith such research and de-
velopment. The Department also expressed
concern about the numbc=r of projects GAO
reviewed and the tiHng of its review.

GAO does rtot wish to minimize the difficul-
ties involved in large-scale social science
research and development activities of this
type.

GAO's report assesses the Institute's man-
agement cf the research and development
performed and does not deal with program
management In relation to the state of the
art of educational research and development.

Rather, GAO's purpose is to stimulate action
by the Institute so that management problems
discussed in this report will not tecur in
the future.

GAO's recommendations were prompted by the
following problems at the projects visited:

--Projects generally had not prepared plans
wnich could be used to effectively carry
out and evaluate comprehensive educa-
tional changes. The plans were written
in conceptual, rather than operatiohal,
terms. (See p. 10.)



--Evaluations did not prczluce adequate in-
formation on projects' impact on students,
teahers, administrators, and communities.
(SEe o. 13.)

--Nom of the projects had accumulated
enou.,7h baseline data on student achieve-
ment and attitudinal levels either be-
fore the comprehensive changes were made
or early in die prolects' operation. As
a result, evaluators iill.not be able to
fully determine the impact of the compre-
hensive educational changes over the
5-year project life. (See p. 21.)

--At four of the five projects, prograal
evaluators had not made any cost analyses
at the time of GAO's visit. According
to the Institute, understanding (1) the
cost of an innovation and (2) the shifts
in the traditional spending patterns to
accommodate the innovat are important
to:

--The educational pracitioner try-
ing to Oecide on the innovation's
utility, adaption, and implementa-
tion.

--The educational researcher trying
to understand the process and the
problems of phasing out Federal
funding. (See p. 22.)

--The Experimental Schools program did not
set out specific, measurable objectives'
for evaluating its effectiveness. Also
individual projects were not required to
establish similar objectives, which would
have allowed for objectively measuring
the effectiveness of a program involving
comprehensive changes. (See p. 23.)

--The Experimental Schools prc4ram did not
insure that participating school districts
could provide the data necessary to deter-
mine compliance with special program
financial regulations. tit three of the
five projects, GAO found that the records
did not include the type of data needed.
(See ch. Z.)

Tertatgd iii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

According to the National Institute of Education (NIE),
the Experimental Schools program is an educational research
effort designed to test the hypothesis that comprehensive
changes to existing educational systems will improve the
quality of education. The program is also designed to in-
crease and to improve basic knowledge about the process of
education and to implement the results of 7 search, demon-
stration, and experimentation in aCtual schol setti.ngs.

The Office of Education, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) began the.program in 1970 under authority
of the Cooperative ResearCh Act of 1954, as amended (20
U.S.C. 331a). This act authorizes the Office of Education to
make grants to (1) universities and colleges, (2) other
public or p:ivate agencies, institutions, and organizations,
and (3) individuals for research, surveys, and demonstrations
in the field of education and for the dissemination of infor-
mation derived from educational research.

NIE assumed respensibility for the Experimental Schools
program in August 1972 when NIE was establ:;.shed within HEW
by the Education 7,menements of 1972 (20 U.S.C. 1221e (SUPP.
ii. 1972) ). Both NIE F.nd the. Office of Education are part
of the Education Division within HEW.

NIE was established by the Congress to:

fi* * * conduct educational research; collect and
disseminate the findings of educational research;
train individuals in educational research; assist
and foster suc:t research, c011ection, dissemina-
tion, or training through grants, or technical
assistance to, or jointly financed cooperative
arrangsments with, public or private organiza:-
tions, institutions, agencies, or individuals."

The Experimental Schools program has funded 18 projects,
15 of which are operated as a part of local school systems.
Three projects are administered by local Urban Leagues
through a grant to the,National Urban League. Projects
operated by local Urban Leagues--referred to as street
academies--are aimed at low-income and/or minority students
who have dropped out of school or who are achieving below
their potential in the regular schoOl system.

NIE las stated that no other projects will be funded
and the, pragram will be terminated when Federal support of
established projects ends. Each project is planned to

1
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operate 5 years. The last projects to be seleted were
funded in fiscal year 1973 and will be completed in fiscal
year 1976.

ADMINISTRATION AND OPERATION
OF THE PROGRAM

Three separate competitive announcements were made to
select projects for the Experimental Schools program.
Although the there of each competition was different, the
selection procass used was the same.

The first competitive announcement, made in December
1970, coltained basic program policies and general guidelines
for projects. Project proaosals were to be designed to test
and to demonstrate the relative Pffectiveness of combinations
of various educational research proi?.ucts, pra.ctices. and ideas
showing promise for improving American education.

Each project was to be organized aruund a central educa-
tional concept that refLacted change from the educatic al
setting that existed at the local level.to what the school
system and the local community believed eduation ought to
be.

The announeatut,nt set out the c:iteria to be used in
selecting sites fc) projects to begin operations in school
year 1971-72. These c.:,:iteria

--Demonstrated experience with educational innovations
on a large scale..

--Staff capacity and competency to manage comprehensive
experimentation.

--Development of a plan for broad participation in the
design, implementation, and governance of a project.

--Identification of the target population.

--Extent to which the design fulfilled the objectives
of the Experimental Schools program, including a:

1. Primary target population of low-income
children.

2. Target population of about 2000-5000 students.

3. Longitudinal kindergarten-to-12th-grade design.

9
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4. Comprehensive approach to the learning environ-
ment, including, but not limited to, curriculum
development, community participation, staff
development, administration, and organization.

--Attention to evaluation and documentation.

--Commitment of resources for the duration of the
pro:;ect.

The second competition was announced in March 1971. The
announcement solicited proposals for projects which would;
represent signiiicant alternatives to (1) the learning
experiences beng offered to students, (2) the way those
experiences were structured and organized, and (3) the relation-
ship between the educational prog,-.-am and the community.

According to this announcement, proposals were to
answer the following c:uestions:

--How well does the proposed project fit the description
of an Experimental Schools project as set out by the
announcement?

--How strong is the -vidence that the componcilts of the
project are compt:ible. and mutually r:Anicinc4?

--How strong is the evidence that the (-,;-H._!ational
problem(s) co be addressed is/are pert,flent to the
target population and how well does the project
addressthe problem(;) and the needs of the tirget
population?

--11.3w strong is the evidence that the applicant is
capable of carrying out the prolect J.s stated?

vhat extent does the comprehensive design of the
prop%.7era 7roject make it a significant alternative
to exist.-:.(j school programs?

The announcement further stated that all project
activitieS- Were to be implemented during each project's
first year.

The third competi Acm was announced in March 1972.
Through it, the program made available to a limited nult,',er
of rural school systems the opportunity to test new ideas
for educational improvement in and for small rural schools.
School systems located in rural settings and with up to
2,500 students qualifi-,d.

3
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After each competition independent selection committees
made up cf non-Governx2nt educational experts reviewed the
proposals and selected 8 to 10 school systems to receive
planning grants. School systems selected as project siteS
during the first two competitions received grants of between
$10,000 and $45,000 to cover their planning efforts, which
were to be completed within 2 to 8 months. The 10 rural
school systems seleced during the third competition
received 1-year p1ahLiri7 grants of from $46,500 to $121,400.
The amount of tl:. p lenning grants was based on the capability
of local schc.11 distits to plan for comprehensive change.

Applicants receiving grants were,to use the grants to
prepare complete, detailed plans. The selection committees
reviewed-these plans and selected projects to recei T:e. opera-
tional funding.

Under the Office of Education, the Experimental Schools
program was originally planned to provide operational support
for two 30-month periods during the 5-year term of each
project. However, under NI2, funding support is now provided
on a yearly basis. Although projects are reviewed a'.1 the
(,nd of each fundf_ag period: thin 5-year funing for each
project is virtually assure. Funding suprit for each
project is limited to the incremental costs associated with
implementing it, such as the costs for developing the staff
necessary for operating the program, acquiring materials,
doing minor remodeling, and evaluating and dOcuiQenting the
project.

To receive program funds, applicants were required to
indicate a willingness to continue projects with their own
resources after Federal support ended. In each successive
year of the program, the local school district is to.provide
an increasing percentage of total project costs; thus, it
gradually assumes the total cost. This requirement is
intended to help insure that (1) changes made are not stopped
after 5 years because of costs and (2) the ideas tested have
the potential of being economically keasible for other school
systems to implement.

FUNDING

The Experimental Schools program has awarded contracts
and grants-totaling about $48 million from its start in
December 1970 thrcugh June 30, 1975. NIE estimates, that an
additional F7 million will be required to completely' fund
all program projects through fiscal year 1978.

We reviewed five projects funded during the first two
competitions. NIE estimated that these projects and related

4
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evaluation contractors will receive S36 million of the
$55 million to be sp,mt by the Experimental SL-7ools program.

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

Projects were originally designed to institute compre-
hensive changes in only a portion of the schools within
participating school districts; however, they were to include
all gtade levels--kindargarten through the 12th grade.!
Projects are comprised of several comp....nts--for example,
tvie elementary School, staff development, .curriculum develop-
Jtent . and evaluation and pupil appraisal components. Each of
the five projects we reviewed is discussed below.

Project A

This project was implemented during 1971, the first
year of the program, and Federal funding support will end in
June 1976. Total FeCeral funding over the project's 5-year
operational life will be abou.:. $6.5 million.

Project A identified three issu.3- as its central theme:

--Prevalence of institutional racism in the educational
system.

--Lack of cultural pluralism in the schools.

--Need to institute educational refonn.

The project initially implemented 21 alternative
approaches to education in classes ranging from kinder-
garten. thlough 12th grade. During 1974 severel less promising
a1ternative-7 were either terminated or merged so that the
project's full resources could be devoted to those alterna-
tives showir.g the'greatest potential for success. As a
result, the project is now testing 1/ alternatives.

These alternatives are used to eaucate about 5,0nr.'
of the school district's 15,000 studertts, with experiments
in such areas as:

--Free school governance (curriculum developed by
students and teachers).

--The open classroom (flexible curriculum, schedule,
and age grouping).

--Bilingual teaching

--Multicultural classroom focus.

5
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--Combinin, paid employment of students with schooling.

--Remedial teaching.

--Team teaching.

Project B

This project was also implemented during th:: first year
of the proyram, with Federal funding to end in MAy 1976.
Federal-funds allocated to the project over its 5-year life
will total about $4.8 million.

The project's main purpose is to provide an environ-
ment that wilL.optimize learning for each student. Because
the school system had a high student-tnrnover rate, the
project has emphasized diagnosi.lg each student's educational
needs and devising an academic prescription tO meet them.
To make schooling more responsive, such innovations as
variations in the length of the school day, an extended
school year which allows students some flexthilitV in
attendance patterns job experience as a ticji school gradua-
tion requirement, and development of coeducational sports
were tested.

The project was initially implemented at 6 of the 13
schools in the school district and was expanded to aclude
all 13 schools for the 1973-74 school year. The schoca
district serves about 8,500 students.

'Protect C

This project was also implemented during the first
year of the program, with Federal support to end in aune 1976.
Federal funds provided over the 5-year life of the projeut
will total about $6.6 million. This project's main purpose
is to offer choices within the public school setting which
recognize the individual differences among all involved in
the educational process.

The project ills implemented four alternatives on the
elementary school level:

1. Contemporary school--incorporates new techniques
but does not deviate greatly from a traditional
teacher-directed, structured curriculum and school
organization by grade level.

2. Continuous progress primary and continuous progress
0.ntermediate--based on the premise that each child
_earns best by wco-king at his or her awn pace.

6
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Instruction is based on a carefully sequenced
curriculum in basic skills. Students progress
through the curriculum without regard to grade
level.

3. Open school--based on tLe assumpt.
children plan their own activit ich
and carefully organized environ only
learn basic skills but also lea more
initiative in their own education ....111d to enjoy
1-..:arning more than their cc interparts in traditional

4. F.-.?.e school--offers a curriculum developed by
teachers and students. This is the project's moSt
experimental instructional pattern and is limited

.

to a small number of students and teachers.. Student
selection of curriculum and development of a posf.tive
self-concept are emphasized. This option is avail-
able to students at all grade levels.

At the secondary schoul level, this project offers awide range of curriculum alternatives. Students, with their
parents' consent, are allowed to design thei.r own educational
programs, but the programs must meet criteria established forgraduation.

About 2,200 of the school district's 67,000 students
participated in this project.

Project D

This project was implemented during the second year oftbe program, with Federal support to end in June 1977.
Federal funds provided over the 5-year life of the project
will total an estimated $4.4 million. The student enroll-ment of this school district is predominantly Mexican
American.

The project's main purpose is to maximize the intellec-
tual and social potential of students by changing tht educa-tional program to make it compatible with their experignces,cultural heritage, and personal characteristics. To accom-plish this the project developeu a progrE.,N which:

--Reflects the students' cultural, language, and
economic characteriStics and is compatible with
their learning style.

--Enables students to progress according to their ability.

7
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--Improves student achievement in basLo skills.

process-orloned and geared to individual expres-
s_on, appreciation, and achievement.

--Promotes social and interpersonzl growth.

--Actively involves students, parents, and com'
in its development and i'Ap1ementation.

According to an NIE official, the project has shi 'ed
its emphasis from a comprehensive approach to education to
a bilingual, multicultural edr.cation. The project now
provides initial instruction in the students' dominant
language.

About 5,000 of the school district's 23,000 students
participate.

Project E

This project was also implemented during the second
year of the pro,j.cam, with Federal support to end in June 1977.
Federal funds provided over the 5-year life of th project
will total an estimated $6.1 million. About 4,500 of the
school district's 57,000 students participate in the- project.

The main purpose of this project is to meet the educa-.
tional needs of participating children by individualizing
the educational process. The project is attempting to change
a traditional school operation to one which emphasizes the
practical. use of basic skills, occupational preparation,
attitudinal education focusing on the expressive arts, value
formation, and creativity.

This project has begun implementing a plan which will
allow other schools in the school district to become familiar
with and then adopt both its process of change and some of
its products.

SCOPE OF REVIEW_

Our review was conducted at HEW and. NIE headquarters in
Washington, D.C. We visited projects and their onsite
evaluators in-California, Minnesota, South Carolina, Texas,
and WaShington. We interviewed HEW and NIE officials and
reviewed policies, '7.egulations, procedures, nd practices
for administering the Experimental Schools program.

At projects, we interviewed official:. and examined
proposals, plans, correspondence, records, and reports. We

8
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also interviewed officials of contractors hired to evaluate
the projects and examined their contract files, plans, records,
and reports. We reviewed consultants' reports prepared on
both the projects and the contractors.

1 6
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CHAPTER.2

OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

The Experimental Schools program will provide information
to educators and researchers on how to plan for and to
implement comprehensive educational changes and the effect

of such changes on students, teachers, administrators, and the

community. The information will be limited, however, because
the program was'not adequately planned and implemented. For

example:

--Projer-4 plans which could not used to

effe nt and evaluate comp) hensive
educat,1 chauges.

--Project evaluations were not adequately planned or
implemented'in a timely manner.

--Neither adequate baseline data nor effective
comparison groups were established.

--Only cost data was accumulated at some proj-

ects. This data is important to other school systems
considering similar projects and to researchers study-

ing the cost of implementing comprehensive changes.

--Neither the program nor individual project:'. stab-
lished cl(-ar, measurable objectives in te-- of

outpu r impadt.

To avaid..7=hese problems in future. edueationz :esearch

and developmosnm programs, NIE -should assure that, research

questions tc answered.-are &419*-arly identified al: that

evaluation I properly plannedand implemented.

INADEQUATE PROJECT PLANS

The five projects we visited generally had not prepared
plans which could be used to effectively implement and
evaluate comprehensive educational changes. The plans were
vague and were written in conceptual rather than operational

terms.

Prog=arn . instructions proved to school distr cts which
received Flar=n c grantz requL=zad that plans (1) d-f:ine the

problems ,T:o solved, (2) stai z?. the goals and oJr_7--:tives of

the prnpal: =search project, 3) describe the otis to

be used -to -eve the stated and objectiv and (4)

specify a of documentinr7 and evaluating ttl, project's

,succesm- kninfemer, the project.plans accepted by I__;e program

did not fuLLl these requirements.

10
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Inadequate documentation
of educational eroblems

The Experimental Schools program was initiated on the
basis that varying and identifiable problems exist within
current educational systems. Projects selected for partici-
pation were to try to correct the problems identified within
their respective educational systems.

HEW rules and regulations for the Experimental Schools
program required that project applicationS set out project
goals, including (1) the kinds and purposes of learning

;

experiences to be provided and (2) the educational problems
to be addressed--that is, specific problems of students in
the target population.

Projects, however, 1,,,:re not required to assess educe:-
tional needs to document the specific problems to be sodved.
Project officials and officials of contractors hired to
evaluate the projects told us that the problems set out in
project plans were generally based on educational needs as
perceived by school district officials, parents, teachers,
or project officials. Little or no data was collected to
document these problems.

For example --le L for project A identified three
problems in the district:

--The preval.,-:?, af_institutional racism in the educa-
tional sysL,±:__

--The lack of

--The need to

Accrrding to
unequal education:
problems in terms
or their severity
"institutional ra
definrd to allow
methods for corre77.

111.t. -al pluralism.

= :ate edu=ational reform.

these problems rcsulted in
The plan did not define these

studeats were experiencing them
terms and concepts such as

?:Ina "cultuzal pluralism" Were not
nt of consistent and measurable

=le problems.

Officials at
. p=oject told us that needa were notassessed and th nr cited were not dOcumelid. Theysaid they were no renair-d to assess needs and -t:ae needs

identified in their p'r,'.77,r, were the needs of the st.udents asperce:Lved by school t===rict officials.

The educationa cited by project C was thatschools were not meet= ,tudents' individual needs. To

11
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correct this, the project established a system of alternatives
to the traditional educational structure. However, the student
needs which allegedly were.not being met were not cleatly
defined. According to project officials, the selection of
alternative schools as the Project strategy was based on
community sentiments and parents' perceptions of students'
educational needs. The officials said students' neef!..i were
not assessed in formulating alternatives.

In project B, the plan was not based on the prctlems of
students, teachers, or others in the school distri.:t;
rather, it was based on problems identified during a survey
made by a State agency of a neighboring school district:
The project director told us he selected from the survey
data those needs he believea aprlied to his school district.
The statement of perceived needs was then presentPd to a
group of parents, teachers, and szudents in the School
district for their input and concurrence-.

'Impletentation ;problems

Four of t1:1 five projects had problems implementing
comprehensive educ,Dtional change'. Officials at some
projects blamed this on vaguc, plawi. For exampi.e, because
the program approved an inae.eguat,'..: project plan, oroject .D
had great difficulty implementlng the desired changes during
it first 2 years.

At this project:

--The components had been implemented in a piecemeal
and fragmented manner.

--Components had been designed for and directed to only
a limited number of participating students.

--Many project activities had been designed by indivi-
dual project components rather than by a coordinated
effort of all components.

Project B experienced problems in implementing clyanges
because, according to one project official, its approved
plan was not specific. We found it we.s. more.conceptual
than operational and could nct readily be used as a basis
'for implementing the project within participating sc.!-Lools.

Ali official at this project told us that imp2ementation
was left to the principals and teachers of the partici-
pating schools. The principals told us that, because the .

plan was vague, implementation decisions had to be made with
little guidance.

12
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The project lacked consiatency since eacl, participating
school developed its own implamentation methods with little
consideration of -that other schools were doing. Program
officials became aware of this problem and toward the end.ofthe Project's first year informed project officials that:

"Even with the components implemented in the
project, the project as a whole lacks unity, consis-
tency and articulation.. Each school appears to be
responsit.le for (aud allowed to pursue) its singular
course without coordination among and between schools,
teaching and administrative staffs. Unles, there is
some intervention in terms of planning and directing
the project which supercedes the building level,
there is grave danger of continued fragmentation
of the project."

Subsequently, the school district established a
committee of school principals to solve this problem.

INADEQUATE PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF EVALUATIONS

Experimental Schools program project evaluations areimportant to educators, educational researchers, and othersin helping them obtain objective information on:the projects.Although the program realized this importance, the variouslevels of evaluation originally scheduled were not planned
and implemente*i in a mannn7 which could provide adequate
information on the impact c the projects on students,
teachers, administrators, etd communities.

Three separate levels evaluation were planned by
the Office of Education. Eech project is required to (1)have its own evaluation commonent, which can help modify andimprove the project on a ccointinuing basis, and (2) aasess itsachievement of goals and objectives. This evaluation, known
as level I, is funded as am integral jaart of the project.
Each project is required to develop an evaluation planacceptable to the program.

The secoLd level of project evaluation, known aslevel II, is performed by independent contractors selectedby the Experimental Schools program. These evaluation con-tractors are physically located at each project site. Theyreport directly to the program officials and are respbnsiblefor:

--Meuring students' prociress in meeting project

13
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--Identifying and documenting successful and unsuccess-
ful comprehensive educational practices, paying
attention to the replicability of such practices.

--Describing and analyzing the forces which influence
the project.

--Systematically documenting project activities.

--Identifying successful evaluation and documentation
concepts, methodologies, and instrumrns.

A primary objective of level II evaluation is to provide(1) an a:r-th-fact explanation of what occurred and whyand CZ value judgments of what .occurred. NIE plans to ;

disseminate the evaluation resdItts to practicing educators,
particularly those in othar schools serving similar areas;
educational researchers, especilly those interested in
strategies pertaining to comprehensive educational changes;and policymakerS at Federal, State, and local levels con-cerned with improving education.. Level II evaluation plans
must also be approved by the program.

The Office of Educatj.A also antlnipated funding anevaluation of all aspects Qf the prc; however, thisevaluation has not been implmented as initi6Illy envisioned.Known as level III, it will _Eunded dit.ectly by the pro-gram. The level III evaluaton Was initially expected toinclude a determination of the replicability of activitiesat each project. In addition it: was to assess each level IIevaluation and the overall success of the Experimental Schoolsprogram itself.

In a request for proposizls -for level III evaluation
issued in June 1975, NIE revi5;ed the objectives for thisaspect of the program. Accordincto the request, level
III is to involve cross-site analyses of selected eraucticaalissues. These issues are to be grouped into two cr.tegories:

--Issues involving school programs which have common
themes, such as options/alternatives or individual
instruction.

--Issues relating to implementation of programs, such
aE the role of the,Federal GoVernment, involvement
of teachers and other staff, and use of level I
evaluation data in planning.

Level III evaluation is made up of two phases. Thefirst phase consists of planning activities to identifyspecific issues and identification of the availability of
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data for analyzing these issues, The second phase will
consist of analyzilg those issues. As of September 1975
the first phase was underway and NIE planned to iSsue a
request for proposals for the second phase by Decembe '5.

Problems with level I evaluation

Level I evaluators have had liJted success in improving
projects and assessing their results. Level I evaluators at
three projects we visited did not clearly understand their
purpose and operated for long periods of time without approved
evaluation plans or with approved but inadequate plans.

For example, at project D no level evaluation had been
implemented during the project's first year. The director
of the level I evaluation staff was not hired until the
beginning of the project's second year. The level II
evaluator at project D commented on this situation in a March
1974 report to rIE:

"Although the project has been in operation
since mid-summer of 1972, Level I remained com-
pletely unstaffed until September 1973. It appears
that the absence of a Level I function during the
first year of [the Project] was related to an
apparent conflict between [the School District] and
[the E:,:porizental Schools program] over programmatic
aspects such as the Level I evaluation's autonomy,
and policy differences concerning both salary and
criteria for the recruitment of a Level I Director.
The failure to hire a Level I Director or otherwise
initi-te the Level I function appears to b..ve been
a significant factor in the failure to imp,.ement
an effective * * * program for over a year of the
project's existence.. To date, the Level I Director
remains the only staff person in the [Level I]
component."

Experimental Schools program officials told us that the
1-year delay in implementing the level I evaluation occurred
because:

project's director did not want to Aire a level I
director who would earn a salary higher than his
own.

--The project's director wanted to completely control
all level I efforts.

--A misunderstanding existed between program al-v7t project
officials as to the qualifications for the level
director.
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Generally the p, t give project
guidance for preparin 1ation plans, At project
E the level I evaluation ope.Tat .fc.r. about 2 years before
guidance was received from the Exyerimental Schools program
on how to develop an evaluation plan. When project E's
plan was submitted for approval, program officials considered
it unacceptable because it did not include the specific
evaluation questions being addressed, specific pr6gram areas
to be examined. or the rationale for such examinations. The
project's 1E ie. I evaluation nlan was resubmitted and finally
approved about 3 years after the project was fundd.

The level I evaluation plan for project A, though
approved by program officials, was vague'and generally did
not consider the project'a goals and objectives. It con-
sisted of three elements:

--Observations by level I staff.

-'-Interviews of samples cf students, parents, teachers,
and administrators.

--Standardized tests of basic skills accomplishment
given to students.

The eva3lation plan stressed the importance of observion
but made little reference to how such observation would
lead to analysis of project effectiveness. In addition,
the plan did not specify how the information gathered
through observations, interviews, and testa would be used
or Olat kinds of reports wou10 be prepared for project
managers.

According to project A officials, after 3 years of
operation, level I evaluation had little success in pro-
viding information, on proje.ct effectiveness or in helping
to develop effective methods for achieving the project's
goals and objectives. One official told us that level I:

--Had neither presented any useLul products nor been
instrumental in any project decisions or changes.

--Was inconsistent and ineffe.;tive and lacked the
direction which could have been provided hy an
adequate plan.

Problems with level II evaluations

Each level Il evaluation contractor had difficulty
developing acceptable evaluation plans. As a result,
the level II evaluations will not provide infoilliation
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on the impact of implementing coMDrehensive educational
changes from the inception of the project through its
5-year life. Level II contracts at projects A and E
have been terminated because of the contractors' inability/
to prepare evaluation plans acceptable to the program
after about half of the projects' operating lives had
expired. It took the three other-level II evaluators
between 12 and 22 months after the award of their
tracts to develop acceptable evaluation plans. In our
opinion, the 1,rogram's failure to identify acceptability
criteria for evaluation plans was a primary cause of
problems in developing these plans.-

The Office of Education originally estimated that
developing an acceptabl evaluation design would take
from 3 to 3 months after contract award. In its initial
announcement,o7 a competition for the Experimental Schools
program, the 0..t.fice stated:

"A ;econd lev,.!1 of evaluation w-U1 be designed
and implemented by the Offico of Education in
coordination and conjunction with each experimental
school project in order to assess the strengths and
weaknesses of the project's comprehensiveness. In
addition a single evaluative design will be developed
by the Office of Education in order to insure that
common instinments will be used to assess replication,
trarsportabilitl,, and comparable data among the
experimental school sites."

The Experimental Schools program, however, required
each level II evaluator to develop its own evaluation design.
Level 11 evaluators at projects funded during the program's
first year were to:

--Identify ,Tid explain the measurable operational
goals and objectives in (but not limited to) the
areas of:

1. Student achievement and attitudes.

Staff development and performance.

3. Community accepLance and involvement.

4. Overall project development

--Prepare a plan to measure.progress toward and
accomplishment of these operational goals and
objectives.
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--Prepare a-plan for systematically identifying and
observing relevant forces which might influence
the overall project.

.Establish the requirementf; for an information, or
data, system to meet the needs of levels I and II.

--Formulate a report format setting standards for
the content and frequency of reporting and for
documentation, and determine the rel&tionships
among the various activities requiring documentation.

--Identify and analyze costs incurred in implementing
(1) the project as a whole and (2) individual project
components.

The requests for proposals for level II evaluation of
the two projects funded during the second year of the
program contained similar provisions.

Each of the two level II evaluators whose contracts
were terminated submitted four evaluation plans or revisions
for approval by Experimental Schools program officials. None
were approved.

The contract for project A's level II evaluation was
awarded on June 30; 1971. It was for about $750,000 and
was to conclude on December 31, 1973. At that time the
evaluator was to be considered for refunding for the
second 30-ronth period of the project.

In October 1971 the contract was transferred to another
firm because of logistics problems experienced.by the
original contractor. The onsite evaluation team, however,'
remained intact.

In January 1973.a team-of NIE consultants reviewed
this evaluator's work and reported to NIE that Virtually
no research products had been produced. These consutan..s
reviewed the level II evaluator's work as part of an
assessment of all programs transferred to NIE from other
Government agencies. They reported that the onsite team
had not been able to develop an operational plan that was
acceptable to program officials. In January 1973 all mem-
bers of the onsite level II evaluation team either resigned
or were fired by the evaluator. NIE subsequently terminated
the contract for level II evaluation at project A.

fn April 1973 NIE issued a request for proposals for
level II evaluation at.project A and the terminated con-
tractor was again selected as the level II evaluator.



According to a programofficial, this contractor was
selected because its proposal was ranked highest of all
those received and also had the lowest proposed budget:
The contract was awarded for $846,413 for the period
June 3GY, 1973, tc September 30, 1976. The level II
evaluator developed an evaluation design which:

--Stated project goals in measurable terms.

--Identified tests which would be
the project's effectiveness..

--Established specific milestones
reports to NIE.

ced to measure

1

for delivering!

--Identified necessary baseline data and methods for
generating it.

--Allowed tracking of individual students.

--Established procedures for comparing the project's
effectiveness with that of the entire school district.

The level II evaluator told us, however, that the originalonsite staff had not developed any data which could be
used in the c-:rrent evaluation of the project. 4s a
result, the project A evaluation will last only 3 yearsinstead of the 5 originally planned.

"ft

The level II evaluation contract at project E wasalso terminated. The contractor cited the lack of
'measurable project objectives as being the primary reason
for its inability to develop a satisfactory evaluation
plan. NIE terminated the level II contract in September
1974, over 2 years after the initial award.

In a September 1974 letter to NIE, we questioned the
continuance of project E without a level II evcduation
because, in our opinion, a project should not be funded
by the Experimental Schools program without adequate
evaluation.

In March 1975, however, NIE issued a request for
proposals for level II evaluation at project E. NIE statedthat:

, "The request for'prnposals is consistent
with an NIE review of the project which concluded
that an impact assessment based on the presumption
of comprehensive change was unrealistc and would'
be replaced by a documentation and analysis of
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the new instructional model at the project and the
factors favoring and inhibiting its implementation."

The request for Proposals stated that, although the
Project had no. level II evaluation from August 1974 to
June 1975, data for this period would be collected by
the project. Further, data collected by the.former levelII evaluator was to be available to the new contractor.

In our opinion, because of the problems experiencedat all levels of evaluation, NIE has lost the opportunity
to evaluate whether comprehensive educational changes cangreatly and permanentlY improve education at project B.

Level II evaluators at the othcr three projects wevisited were not able to develop acceptable evaluation plansfor periods ranging from 12 to 22 months after cantractaward. According to two of these evaluators, a primary
reason for their inability to develop'such plans was a lackof guidelines from ExPerimental Schools Program officials.

For example, at 13 roject D the contract for level IIevaluation was awarded in June 1972. The evaluation planwas, not approved until 12 months later. Officials ofthe level II evaluator told us they, had only the requestfor proposals and inconcluive discUssions with programofficials upon which to base the evaluation plan. Theysaid a continuing p roblem in developing data for the
Experimental Schools program has been a lack of specifi-
cations as to the subjects and the depth of evaluations.

In a March 1973 report to NIE, this level II evaluatorstated that a'major problem had been time pressures generatedby data collection and revisions of the.evaluation plan. Theevaluator stated it was difficult to. develop and to implementaplan at the same tiMe.

Level III evaluation

The Office of Education originally anticipated that thelevel III evaluation would include'an evaluation of (1) allprojects and level II evaluations and (2) the Experimental
Schools program as a whole. However, it has not been imple-menb=d as anticipated. In April 1974 NIE requested proposalsfor the level XII evaluation. In June 1974, however, itdecided not to.award the contract at that time because:

--Both the projects and the level II evaluators had
been reluctant to provide data to the level III
evaluator.
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--Program officials did not have adequate knowledge
about the extent and character of data at each
project.

--It was unsure of the cost of analyzing and
processing the data for cross-site comparison.

As discussed previously, NIE has revised the objectives
for level III evaluatiDn.

ADEQUATE BASELINE DATA OR EFFECTIVE
COMPARISON GROUPS NOT DEVELOPED

None of the projects we visited accumulated adequate
baseline'data on student achievement and attitudinal levels
either before the comprehensive changes were institt,.ted or
early in the operation of the projects. As a result evaluators
will not be able to fully determine the impact of the com-
prehensive educational changes implemented over the entire
5-year project life.

Although achievement tests were given to project B
students, the 1.evel II evaluator'told us that the data
accumulated was narrow in scope and not necessarily
representative of the el,tire schoul system.

'6At project C, the school district gaye basic skills
tests to all students and attitudinal tests to seCOndary
school students before the project was implemented. However,
project officials viewed these tests as inadequate for
determining project impact because they did not address
the specific attitudinal factors with which the project
was concerned. Level I officials stated this test data
tended to have a variety of problems which detracted from
its validity.

Also, groups of nonproject students which could be
effectively compared with groups of project students were
generally not established. However, leve! II evaluators
at two projects did establish comparison groups. At project
D, the evaluator acCumulated'achievetent data for both groups.
At project A, data on these groups was not accumulated until
the start Of the project's third year. As a result, an
effective assessment of the impact of comprehensive changes
over a 5-year period will not be possible, ,Data was not
gathered on a timely basis at this project because of problems
with the original level II contact which was terminated,
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NIE officials told us:

- -Reseaa:chers encounter problems in establishing
compalison groups in a real-life setting such
as the Experimental Schools program.

--One difficulty is experimentally selecting and
controlling both participating and nonpartici-
pating students since it is almost impossible to:
prevent a new practice or technique from being. i

used in nonparticipating schools.

- -When comparison groups cannot be effectively
implemented, complete baseline data on project ,

participants should be accumulated to permit soMe
measure of the picigram's impact.

NEED FOR COST ANALYSIS

According to NIE, cost data is an important factor
in implementing such an educational innovation as the
Experimental Schools program. Guidelines provided to
the level 11 evaluators require that a Cost analysis be
performed and that the level. II evaluation plan include
procedures for such analysis in the areas of

--component parts oZ projects,

--incremental versus operational costs, and

- -phaSeout of Federal funding.

At four of the five projects, however, no cost analysis
was being performed by level II evaluators at the time of
our visit. According to NIE, understanding (1) the cost
of an innovation and (2) shifts in the traditional spending
patterns to accommodate the innovation are important to:

--The educational practitioner trying to decide on
utility, adaption, and implementation.

- -The educational researcher trying to understand
the process and problems of phasing out Federal
funding.

The level II evaluation plan was to include procedures
for identifying the costs of implementing the project as

.

a whole and of the individual project components. The
analysis of incremental costs was to include the project's
use of Experimental Schools program.funds and an estimate of
probable costs of implementing project components in other
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school systems. These costs were to be expressed in terms
of the need for additional staff having particular abilities,
release time, and training rather than in -terms of dollars
because Of the nationwide differences in personnel salaries.
In addition, the level II evaluators were to assess and
document the progress of school systems in reducing project
operating costs so the comprehensive changes could continue
after Federal funding was discontinued.

Only the leVel II evaluator for project D hz..d performedany type of cost analysis. This analysis was aimed at
demonstrating

--how incremental funds provided by the Experimental
Schools program were used by the project,

--how the declining real-dollar budget of the school
district was related to expenditure decisioas,
and

--how the proj.:flt handled the phaseout of Federal
funds.

The level II evaluator told us, however, that ,use
of the cost analysis will be limited in measuring:the
impact of expenditures on students.

At two projects, level II evaluators told us they
planned to initiate some form of cos'.: analysis at alater date. The reasons for their failure to make cost
analyses varied. At project A, the evaluator told us theschool system refused to allow it access to the necessaryfinancial records. After notifying NIE of this problem,
the evaluator was told that NIE would generate the necessarycost data. The school system, however, also refused NIEaccess to its financial records, even though such access
was provided for in the project's grant agreement. Atproject C the level II evaluator did not perform a cost
analysis because this was done by the level I evaluator.

NEED TO EVTABLISH SPECIFIC
OBJECTIVES

The Experimental Schools program did not set out
specific, measurable objectives for evaluating its effec-tiveness. Also, individual projects were not required to
establish similar Objectives, which would have allowed for
an objective measurement of the effectiveness of a programinvolving comprehensive changes.
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Program objectives not specific

HEW's operational planning syF7tem rernlires age
program manacors to develon !7,nr measura_ble objectI__nes in
terms of o. or impact et milestones to 7,1-=1=ure
effect_vene The system ha.r..--cok says that imp=t objec-
tives Itate terms of how rerces and output 1;.....11 affect
a problem- ,:.:.eaed are preferable to output objec=ives stated
in terns o..7=e- activities or products expected fr- a
certain resou...oes. The Experimental Schc program
has not astj.b1-25hed such specific objectives.

As sta.__ in the planning system document for f"...scal
year 1971-- program's first year--the program's ..7jective
was to select from four to six projects and to fum- them at
a total cost cf about $15 million. At least one pr7;..lect
was to loe in an urban location. Another objective -4eas
provide technfical assistance to each project for finalizing
plans and developing spedific program evaluation criteria.

In fiscal year 1972 the program's objective was to
monitor the develoPment of three fiscal year 1971 operational
'sites, to initiate operations at three to five new sites,
and to implement an evaluation and documentation plan.

Since the prOgram was transferred to NIE, no new
operational planning system objectives have been set out
for it; According to an NIE official, initial efforts
were aimed at establishing agencywide objectives and a
framework for an NIE managemerC system rather than at
establishing objectives for individual prograns.

Project goals and objectives
not specific

Projects generally did not state their goals and
objectives in specific measurable terms; rather, they stated
them in vague, conceptual terms which made it difficult for
evaluators to assess projects' effectiveness. Generally
the five projects did not specify (1) when their objectives
would be met, (2) interim milestones which could be used to
monitor progress, or (3) the devices to be used to measure
how well they met their objectives.

For example, project B selected as its main goal
providing each student an optiMum environment for learning.
One objective established by the project to reach this goal
was to decrease by 75 percent the number of students
behind in grade level. The plan fOr the first 30 months
of the project, however, did not state the academic subjects
to be monitored Or when the objective would be met. Also,
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it did not
used to mea:-.

Other c-:7:

indepencr,

--getting
values rp.a:

The projec:.
"nonmaterialistai::'
subjects which
istic values to
the project did
met or what tes,:t

As shown irn
were not stated

milestoiles or the to be
.Jjer:.tive was being aca

by this project were

uniority on individualized and
programs and

:o approach nonmaterialistic

1

r define either "high priority" or
?-sessurable terms. The academic

e -e individualized and the nonmaterial-
_=red were not identified. Further,
fy when the objectives would be
used to measure achievement.

nples below, project C's goals
,,-z_,..s==able terms:

"Public Sf -- must be even more responsive to
the served and must do more to
stimulate individual growth and fulfillment."

--"Choice making by students., teachers, and parents
will become the basic way of.school.life for all
members of [the Project] program within the
public school sector * * *. For 0.4:tents.a major
goal of the program is to encourage their personal
growth and development of positive self-concept
by allowing them more self-determination and by
giving them skills and guidance they need to handle
the increased responsibility."

--"While a rajor emphasis of tlie project is on the
affective domain it is also obvious that program
participants are expected to be at least as
successful as other students in the school system
in the area of cognitive development."

Because of the way in which the objectives are stated,
evaluators will not be able to measure the project's
effectiveness.

Project E's objectives were also stated in general terms
and could not be measLIred. Following are examples:

--"To provide :E _riences for students and teachers
designed trkl:,, ote positive attitudes towards
self, learn.i;mg and positive relationships with
others."
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"T.:0 provide the means for each student who.:ta5,
mastered the bas±c skills to design 11s ow7
educational procram according to his needs an...

value structure."

CONCLUSI3NS

The objective of the Experimental Schools proc-777 is
to test the hypothesis that comprehensive education:_
changes will result in improvements in the way studs
are educated. The program will provide informatior

-.7 the
process of change within each school district, incIng
how changes occur and what factors impede or facilira
change.

However, the program's ability to provide information
on the impact of comprehensive educational changes on
students, teachers, the school system, and the community
to educators, educational researchers, and other interested
parties will be limited because (1) inadequate project plans
wereapproved by the program, (2) level I and II evaluations
were inadequately planned and iMplemented, (3) important
cost analyses had not bee!, perormed, and (4) neither the
Program nor individual projects developed specific objectives
in terms of output or impact.

Although the Experimental Schools program is scheduled
to be completed in fiscal year 1978, important lessons can
be learned from the problens it has encountered in planning,
implementation, and evaluation. T'-.ese lessons can be applied
to other programs, espeially th-..,se ill educational research
and development.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY OF HEW

We recommend that the Secretary require the Director
of NIE to take the necessary steps in future educational
research and development programs, wherever applicable,
to .insure that:

--Project plans approved for funding include (1)
documentation of the need for the educational
changes sought through the research, (-4 specific
instructions on how to conduct the research, and
(3) smecific, measurable objectives in terms of
output or impact.

--Evaluations are planned and implemented so that
they provide necessary impact ancicost information
over the entire life of the project.
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AGE1:C COMmENTES AND OUR E7AL:.-- ON.

In a letter dated February 23, 1976,.(:ee app. I),,
HEW commanted on matters disc-lssed in this report. Althr.Lgt
HEW gene:ally =oncurrei with cur recommandations, it encp-ssed
several noerms.

HEW egraall that the Director of UIE should, wherever
applicable, assure that project plans approved for funding
include =hose items cited in cur recommendations. HEW
believes, hctiever, that current NIE regulations and direc-
tives which require rigorous review of prmject applications
implement our recommenaations-

We agree that these regulations and directives can,. in
the future, help prevent the types of management problems
identifieth However, the Experimental Schools program was
not subjected to the rigorous review called. for by the
regulations and directives; otherwise, many of the problems
cited in this report could have been identified and corrected.

In an April 1975 report to the Acting Direcor of NIE,
an internal committee established to review the EXperimental
Schools program stated that NIE had failed to rigorously
review the program ..ze-fare that time. .The review committee
also said the level af expenditure, evaluation methodology,
and other program characteristics were all products of NIE
management and policy decisions.

HEW also commented that our report did not contain
sufficient background on large-scale social science research
and development methodology between 1970 and 1975 or the
difficulties associated with such.research and development.
We do not believe that such a discussion is warranted. Our
report assesses the management of the research and develop-
ment performed. We do not believe it 1z appropriate to deal
with program management :L1-1 relation to the state of the art
of educational research and development

HEW also questioned =he number of projects we reviewed
and the timing of our revmew. We reviewed the first five
projects funded. after they had been in 4-existence for 2 to 3
years. WhilR agreeing warh our assessment of problems found
at these five sites, HEW 1-1,,21Leves that, because they were the
first pro-jects funded, sIffered mast from state-of-the-
art problems. Further .-ttW a ..t:ed that a review in the
second and th-Lrd years of 5-v projects misses out on what
can yet he learned from these ,1 jects.

We de The five p=jects reviewed will rernm.ive
an estimated S36 million, or aho-,. 65 percent, of the $55
million to, be epent by the Exper±mental Schools program.
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7 ey hal_l been in existence for le longest period of time and,
our cpi_rlion, offered the grea -.?st opportunity to assess

757ogra1T1 lazaac'ement. While we agz-ae with HEW that much can
lear=ed .411-77_71 the program, we :Aieve that the program's

ts information o the impact of comprehensive
e_ucatic.r.a. :717:anges will be limi
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CHAPTER 2.

COMFLTANCE WITH E1L. L FINANCIAL

REQUIREMENTS NC7" ASSURED

Specie: financial requir vents for the Experimental
Schools procram are stated as fc :_ows in 45 C.F.R. 151.56:

"Federal financial .Issietance * * * may not
exceed the difference between 1) the totai cost of
the project and (2) the nurither of students in the
project multiplied by the average per pupil expend-
iture (as determined bv the Commissioner) for the
area tr .be served with respect to such period."

The'Eyr7,=rimental Schools program did not assure that
participatin school districta could provide the financial
data necessary to determine cJmpliance with these regula-
tions. At three of the five :projects, we found that-the
records did not provide this type of data.

The announcerent of a =petition for Earp::timent-al
Schools grants ciated March i, 1971, stated th.it -Federal
support would be limited tc cost. s of protect
inplementation, such as cosiil for developing staff
nedessary to operate the p, }ram, acquiring materials- doing
minor remodeling, and eval=ting and documenting the troject-
Federal fuhds were hcit to Li:. used to support basic taer!--gupil
expenditures in prc-fict sCh 7)1s or to support major con-
struction.

The regulations were f er clarified in a memorandum
of understanding to one of trojects which stated tr.at:

"The Experimentil =cis grant is for incre-
mental costs only- :t _. understood that ithe
Project] will cor-'-ue prorAde services, materials
and other suppo= tz-k th pumils in the Experimental
Schools paimourama:- ,ame rd.Le and per pupil cost
as currentiv exist_ or-may extst in the future due
to changes in loca- _arm' state:funding patterns."

This memorandum of understanding was included as a
provision of the Experiment:a_ Schools program grant to the
project.

According to HEW officials, the following infortation
would be required to assure compliance with this regulation:

29
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--Definition of the area to be servc:1 by projects.
Because (l) projectS did not initially serve all
schools in the sc-nool district and (2) the
participating schools serve only specific neigh-
borhoods, the area to be served would be the
area served by the participating schocAs--not
the entire school district.

--Identification of average per-pupil elpenditures
.at participating and nonparticipating schools for
the periods (a) immedictely preceding receipt and
expenditure oi prograr funds and (b) during which
Federal reimbursements are to be complzted.

--Determination of total project costs et each
participating school Erom State, local, and
Fedecal sources.

None of the three school districts where we assessed
compliance were able to provide complete cost data for
individual schools.

At project D the schoci, appare- _77 reduced
the levul of support it provLdei to participating students,
We compared payroll expendittires for a l-mon tI7,... period at
both participating and nonparticipating scher7.-1 with com-
parable enrollments. We found that exprendi-
tures at both types of school- about equi.. Sinr:e
program funds were provided f ici±3tudens ,

it appeared that the school cd..s72-ic przvided iess non-
Federal funds for them.

A school district official ol us thzt:

--Experimental Schools pc-pam fur±in7_ 7caquirement-1:
are contrary to the :s Oistt's Philosophy af
equal educational oppc.ty fc:-a:L1 .atudents.

--If the school district with Federal
financial requirements, students participating
in the project would have an advantage over
nonparticipating students. The achaol distrirt,
therefore; distribute to the noLtarticipating
schools on a per-pupil basis mom nonprogram
funds than it doeF; to :participating srimmols.

--The school district J.7.-77:empts to etnaliza total
per-pupiI expenditurr for both pi-zi-Lpatiug am.1
nonp:srticipating
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NIE officials agreed that school districts generally
do not maintain accounting systems which show the averagr.!
per-pupil expenditure by school. They told us that average
per-pupil expenditures are not used in determining program
complianc:e,with Federal financial regulations. They also
told us that NIE has a system for determining the allow-
ability of program expenditures, which includes (1) requiring
projects to submit Quarterly expenditure reports by approved
budget categories and (2) financial audits at the end of
each grant period. NIE, however, has generally relied on'
the good faith of school districts to provide the same
level of non-Federal financia] support to both participating
and :.onparticipatina students.

CONCLUSIONS

Neither the Office of Education nor NIE insured that
projects used accounting systems which provided financial
data shcr.4ing whether school districts were providing less
per-pupL1 suppol:t to students participating in the. program
than to other school district students.

RECOMML- -)X.77--)NS TO THE SECRETARY OF HEW

The Sc-retarv should require the Director, NIE,.to
institute:

--Procures for requiring program offices to verify
that recipients' accounting systems are adequate
to provide the type of data necessary to assure
compliance with special program financial
zegulations.

--f:L?rocedures to assure that recipients provide this
data to program offices.

AGENCY COWIENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

HEW agreed with our recommendations and stated:

--It is important to distinguish between (1) standard
accounting systems necessary to support allow-
ability of costs and (2) unique systems that might
be necessary to meet special project conditions.

--The problems cited in our report arose from an
attempt to require school systems to produce
financial data which traditional accounting
procedures could not produce--namely, data on
dollars per student.'

3 8
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--It now realizes that th's requirement was not
particulal-ly realistic, especially without
technical assistance from the Federal Govern-
ment. In f-he.future, it will try to ihsure that
any special accounting requirements levied upon
award recipients will be accompanied by a review
of the accounting systems necessary to support
such special requirements.

We recognize that the financial requirement placed on
projectt was a special requirement of the program. We agree
with HEW that this requirement was not realistic because
the projects could not provide the necessary data. We
believe that HEW's intention to assure that future award
recipients will be able to comply witn special accounting
requirements should, if properly implemented, prevent ,this
problem from reoccuring in educational research and develop-
ment programs.

3 9
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION: AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WAS4INGT0P4. DC. 1.02,3%

Feb. 23 1976

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Manpower and

Welfare Division
United States General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for
our comments on your draft report entitled, "Experimental
Schools Program: Cpportunities to Improve the Managementof an Edudational Research Program". The enclosed comments
represent the tentative position of the Department and are
subject to reevaluation when the final version of this
report is received.

We appreciate the opportunity to Comment on this draft
report before its publication..

.

Enclosure

4 0

Sincerely yours,

33
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Comments of thElleertment of Health Education, and Welfare on the.
Comptroller General's Reoort to the Corwess entitled "Experimental
Schools ProEram: 0222rton1ties to Improve the Mana;ement of an
Educational Research Program", November 25, 1975, B-164031 (1)

GAO Recommendation

We recommend that the Secretary of Health Education and Welfare

require the Director NIE, to take the necessary steps in future
educational research and development programs where applicable to
insure that:

-- Project plans approved for funding include (1) documentation
of tIe need for the.educatiOnal changes_yought through the
reset2i-ch, (121...apcific instructions on.1:om to condnct the

researc measurable objectives in terms
of output iLuppyt.

Evaluations are ,danned tuld implemented so that they provide

necessary_i5T!S end cost infomacion over the entire life
of the_proiES.L.

Department Comments

We concur with the GAO recommendations that the Director should,
"wherever aPplicalle), assure that project plans approved for
funding include the documentation and information referenced in
the recommendation. By "wherever applicable", we understand that
the GAO recognizes that certain research and development projects
such ae field initiated research grants may not be specifically aimed
at educational change or susceptible to federal 'instructions on how
to conduct the research". We believe that the Institute's regulations
and directives,alret.dy require the kind of rigorous review to assure
the documentation "wherever applicable" twit GAO is recommending.
(These NIE regulati ons and directives were not applicable to awards
on which the GAO reP ort is based since the initial awards predated
the creation of the Institute).

GAO Recommendation

We recomend that the Secretary of Health Education, and Welfare

require the Director NIE to take the necessary Steps to assure that:

-- Procedures for requiring_ptOgras offices to verify. that

grantee aceglIAL.11.V.S.ems are alaquateto provide the
type of data necessasy to ensure.complianCe with financial
regulations.

4 1
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-- Procedures:to assure that r(cipients provide this data
12...program offices.

Department Comments

While we agree with the recomMendation that such procedures are appro-priate, (we understand that "program officer" includes the contrattingofficer or a member of his staff) it is important to distinguishbetween standard accounting systems necessary to support allowahilityof costs, and. unique systems that might.be necessary to meet specialproject. conditions. The problems appropriately cited in the GAO reportaroae from a special attempt to require school systems to producefinancial data which traditional accounting procedures did notprovide -- to track dollars by student. With hindsight, ye realizethat this rtquirement was not particularlyrealistic, especiallywithout technital assistance from the federal government. In the futurewe will endeavor to insure that any special
accounting requirementslevied upon awards will be accompanied by federal review of theaccounting aystems necessary to support such special requirements.

General Department Comments

In addition to responding to the specific
recommendations in theGAO report, we believe that the final report should take. into con-sideration various historical factors, the state of research anddevelopment when the Experimental SehooLn Program. was developed, andchanges that have been made in the program within the last two. years.

Our first concern is the absence in your report of any backgroundreview of large-scale social science R&D methodology, and itsdevelopment over the period 1970 - 1975. The inclusion of such adiscussion would cast in a more realistic light the Institute'sefforts to conduct the Experimental Schools Program in acCordancewith the developing standards of the discipline, and the Federalcapacity for managing large-scale social science R&D. The managementshortcomings you report would then appear measured realisticallyagainst the difficulty of the enterprise.

The difficulty of the enterprise can be attributed to three factors:

(1) The assumption in 1970 that the capacity existed atthe local level for planning and implementing sociO.science R&D.

(2) A shortage of adequately trained, experienced, fieldbased evaluators.

And most importantly,
4 2
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(3) The attempt in the Experimental Schools Program design
to collapse three separate stages of social-science
research methodology into a single five-year cycle: /

(i) Designing an intervention treatment in aecordance
with our best knowledee of how to achieve a care-
fully stated and measurable objective.

(ei) Implementing the treatment to assure the school/
system's capacity for consistently delivering the
specified intervention treatment.

(iii) Testing the impact of a successfully implemented
treatment on P carefully selected student population
against the epecified objective(s).

These three technical stages are separately arduous, and to attempt
to perform them simultaneously in the same school site appears, .

from the perspective of our current understanding of these mettera,
inconceivable.

Our Record concern seems froe the nisunderstanding created by the
limited nature of your inquiry, in terma of the number of elites
reviewed, and the time selected for your inquiry. As you know, the
Experimental Scheols Program consists of le projects. While we
agree that your ausesement of the problems found at the five sites
you visited is substantially correct, these sites were the first
five funded, and therefore suffered moot from the etate-of-the-art
problems noted. earlier. It is our view that our capacity to deal
with these problems improved over time, as exemplified in Later
plannine'documents for both the school projects anci contractor
evaluations.

Coneequently, your conduct of the Program review in the third year
of a five year program tends to emphasize the degree to which each
of the five projects you reviewed deviatee from the original plan,
while omitting what can yet be learned from what is acteally now
happening in these and the other projects Making up the program.

Finally, in the.course of our conduct of the Experimental Schools
Program, as the consequences of the conceptual, methodological, and
practical weaknesses we cite above surfaced, various remedial actioas
were taken. Among them are:

The evaluation of caCI project has been nerrowed in. scope
and matched more closely tnthe goals and objectived of
each school's project activity.

The key staff of the eealuation contractor in Minneapolis
and Edgeweod have been replaced with more experienced
individuals.

The evaluation contractor in Greenville was termluated, and
replaced with another. 36
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For each of the ten rural sites, an appropiiate non-
participating school district has been selected for com-
Parison study.

The Level III<cross-site study) feasibility prOject has
been completed. This feasibility project was designed
to identify those project components that warraAt compara-
tive 'study across'Several sites, and plans for such analysesare now under development.

In summary then, we accept your specific findings, but believe theyare cast in an inadequate description of deve'_cping large-scalesocial science R&D methodology, and do not gl.fe adequate attention
to the residual potential of the Experimental Schools Program to
generate useful information. The National Institute of Educationis a research agency, and we know you understand the need to assurethe Director's continued discretion to take legitimate risks todevelop important research data.

4 4
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

RESPONSIBLE FOR ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE:

David Mathews
Caspar W. Weinberger
Frank C. Carlucci (acting)
Elliot L. Richardson

Tenure of office

197!
197,

From To

Present
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.'197,

Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June

1975
1973
1973
1970

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION:

Virginia Y. Trotter June 1974 Present
Charles B. Saunders, Jr. (acting) Nov. 1973 June 197,

Sidney P. Marland, Jr. Nov. 1972 Nov. 197

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF tDUCATION:

Harold L. Hodgkinson July 1975 Present
Emerson J. Elliott (acting) Oct. 1974 July 197

Thomas Glennan Oct. 1972 Oct. 197

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION (note a):

Sidney P. Marland, Jr. Dec. 1970 Nov. 197

a/ Responsibility for the Experimental Schools program was
transferred from the Office of Education to the National
Institute of Education in August 1972.


